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lr this paper, I discuss some relationshios between children's reading ability
and the processes of word identification within discourse contexts. In so doing.
I will discuss interactive processes in reading and attempt to demonstrate how
some relatively weak interactive assumptions can provide a framework for under-
standing reading ability.

Interactive Processes in Reading

The essential feature of an interactive model is that multiple sources of infor-
mation combine to produce sane process such at word identification. Models which
are weakly interactive do not have direct influences of one information source on
another svirce. while models which are strongly interactive do have such influ-
ences. Examples of the former are Morton's (1969) logogen model, McClelland's
(1979) Cascade model, and the reading ability model described by Perfetti & Roth
(1981). In these models, the processes are interactive in that decisions of word
identification are guided by both higher-level conceptual information and
by graphic information. -4..s discourse context (conceptual guidance) and the
printed letters affect word identification, but do not necessarily directly influ-
ence each other. By contrast, models that are powerfully interactive (Rumelhart,
1977; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1981) not only describe word identification as de-
pendent on both graphic data and conceptual data, aut they also allow direct in-
fluences between contextual processes and graphic Processes. It is quite possible
that tne more powerfully interactive models will prove to be correct or at least
necessary for some processes of word identification (see Rumelhart & McClelland.
1981), Naaever, weakly interactive models are sufficient to examine certain im-
portant questions of reading ability. In fact they a'e quite sufficient to ac-
count for rather intricate influences of context on identification 'Massaro. 1980).

For reading ability. an important question is this) Do children of different
reading abilities differ in their lower-level processes, their higher-level pro-
cesses or both? 9f course, both "higher-level" and -lower-level- include a large
domain of comprehension and identification processes and it is inevitable that
children of different reading ability will differ in many of these processes,
mere, I restrict discussion to just the process of identifying printed words and
the contributions to this process of lower-level word coding ability and higher-
level expectations based on sentence comprehension. For individuals there are

two relevant processing components: (1) The speed of basic word identification
(Word Identification Speed) and (2) The accuracy of word prediction, given a dis-
course context (Context Sensitivity). The questions are hod these two components

affect a reader's tine to identify a word in context and, especially, is the prob-
lem of the low ability reader mainly in word identification or context sensitiv-

ity? Equivalently, is the advantage of the skilled reader mainly in word iden-
tification, context sensitivity. or both?

The model I propose is one of the weakly interactive type that assumes the time
to Identify a word in context is :n activation function, where tne time to acti-

vate a word in memory beyond seine criterial identification threshold is a multi-
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plicative function of context and a person's basic word processing rate. The
word processing rate function grows exponentially over time. quickly reaching
asymptote.: Further, both the word processing rate (r) and the context component
(k) can be considered parameters of individual differences or of texts and words,
Miss a skilled reader has a faster rate (r) than an unskilled reader and a short
and frequent word has a faster rate than a long and rare word. Similarly, a
skilled individual of h'gh context sensitivity has a higher k value than a less
skilled individual and a highly predictable context has a hiiher k value than a
less predictable context.

This model makes certain predictions for individual differences in the time to
read a word in context. It predicts, In particular, that if two individuals dif-
fer in basic coding rate (r). the one with the slower rate will be more affected
by context. Relative to a condition of no context, i.e., isolated word identifi-
cation, a facilitative context increases the word identification rate of all read-
ers, However it increases the rate of the slow readers more than the fast readers.
Interestingly. a misleading context should have the same effect, but in the oppo-
site d'rection it should slow the rate of the slow reader more than the rate of
the fast reader.

The formal basis for these predictions is that the word identification rate () is
an exponential growth function whereas the context factor (k) is a multiplicative
constant. Context does not directly affect the process of word identification
Instead, it adds activation to the word's location in wemory, il effect reducing
the amount of data required from the graphemic level, However, identification
can occur quite well without a context, but not without a word. Thus, the context-
free word identification rate is the overall rate limiting factor in the actia-
don of a word in memory,

Discourse Context and Predictability

It is commonplace to assume that word identification is awed ay discourse context.
How is this accomplished? It is possible that active predictive processes operate
during reading. Thus, a reader tor, for that matter, a listener) may actively
generate hrediCtIvils about what will appear. Indeed, in the studies to be sum-
marized here, asking subjects to predict words in texts is the way that contex-
tual constraint is assessed. However, if we think about the process oi skilled
reading, we can imagine Instead that active prediction, as anything more than a
metaphor, is an unlikely process. In most contexts, predicting words takes longer
than reading them. Furthermore, texts seldom contain words that are completely
predictable, and except for such complete redundancy, it is difficult to imagine
any aovantage to predicting a word and then having to replace the prediction with
the actually occurring word. Another possibility is that context effects are
passive Processes, rather than active ones. Tne mechanism for context effects
would be something more akin to spreading activation (Collins & Loftus, 1975),
although it might be rather more constrained by syntactic lectors than is the case
with other situations of memory activatione furtheneare, in the case of text
reading, activation of semantic links nay be thougnt of as resulting from the
general semantic content of the text and the more specific semantic links acti-
vated by the sentence currently being read. Hoch remains to be understood about
such processes, but the assumptions that there aro rapid passive activation pro-
cesses as well as sloemr, active predictive processes are seen in the general
facilitation and inhibition model of Posner and Snyder (1975). This model has

been applied to the specific case of reading words in context by Stanovich and
West (1979; Stanovich, 1981), By this view, it is the passive attention-free

mechanism that provides most of the context facilitation effect.

This view of contextual processes fs not to deny the role of active, predictive
processes in comprhension. The mental activities associated with integrating
text propositions with memory structures and anticipating text structures are just

5
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two examples of comprehension activities tnat seem to involve some active process-
es trot have prediction -like qualities. However. because such processes make
demands on central processing resources. tnat is all tie mo-e reason to suppose
that simpler word processes should not make heavy demands on these same resources.
Tnus a passive "predictive" system serves better than an active one as tar Is
words are concerned., Botn in the model discussed above and the experiments dis-
cussed below. the assumption is that tne context factor is one that describes the
predictability of words in texts, but not necessarily the active prediction of
words by readers.

Studies of Context and Identification

The model discussed abova implies that compared with high ability readers, low
ability readers should have word identification rates tnat are slower, increased
more by facilitative context, and decreased more by misleading context, lhe
first of the preoictions is already well established (e.g., Perfetti & ftgaboam,
1975)e Low ability readers nave slower times in ioentifying words. In the

interactive framework, the questions are how context and graphic data combine
in identification and whether low ability readers are less skilled at use of con-
text, graphic data, or both. An experimental approach to these questions is to
vary tne predictive quality of context, thus observing the contribution of con-
text. and the graphic quality of the word, thus observing the contribution of
graphic data..

In tne first experiment to be discussed, children (average age 9) were presented
with three kinds of contexts, defined according to whether a given word leas highly
predictable, un redictable, or anomalous in the given context.: lhe contexts were
two sentences in ength. Exampieralich type are given below tor the word eta.

Predictable. The lion was the most dangerous animal we had seen at the zoo. The
guiranted us nut to stick our hands tnrough the bars of his gat.

Unpredictable. We discovered having a pet isn't easy, Our new pet needed lots
of things, out first of all, we got him a

Anomalous: lhere were lots of tnings that John had to do before he could go out
iiWith his friend, He had to wash the dishes, finish his school work, and
clean up his cal,.

Folio the American children of our research populatior, the word a in the highly
predictable context was, in fact, highly predictable. We measured the predict-
ability of these contexts by asking children to predict what word would occur
at the end of the second sentence, lhe average predictability was 80% for the
highly predictable contexts, 3% for the unpredictable contexts. and 03 for the

anomalous contexts, If we compare tnese three context types to normally occur-
ring texts, we conclude that the un redictable type is rather typical.- Exact
words are not often predictable. .owever cne differences between an unpredictable
context and an anomalous one is more important than a mere 3% predictability. An
unpredictable context is unpredictable only in tnat the word that occurs is one
of many that could occur in that context. The word conforms to the semantic con-
straint of the context. By contrast, an anomalous context Is one which imposes
semantic constraints Different from the semantic properties of the target word,
Thes, the final word is not merely unpredictable, it is semantically anomalous.

How will readers of different skill identify the target words in such contexts?
According to general features of the model, predictable contexts should produce
shorter latencies than unpredictable contexts, regardless of reading skille How-

ever the facilitative effect of predictability should be greater for less spilled
readers than for skilled readers. As for anomalous contexts, they might be ex-
pected to have some effect in increasing identification latencies, however, tn's
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negative effect should be greater tor iess skilled readers than for skilled read-
ets. according to the modei, bee Pertetti A Roth, 1981, for illustrations of
tome predictions.)

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 1. Relative to unpredictable

lee

Anornelous (n) Unpredictable (3) Predictable (80%)
Context Type

Fig, 1, Identification latencies of skilled and less-skilled readers for three
types of contexts, Data from Perfetti S Roth (1981)

contexts, predictable contexts were facilitated for latencies of both skilled and
less skilled readers, but more so for less skilled readers. Anomalous contexts
produced longer latencies only for less skilled readers. at age 9, For subjects
One-year younger, the resul-ti (nut shown) were that both skilled and less skilled
readers were negatively affected by context. A possible age difference in the
effect of anomaly is consistent with the results of Stanovich and West (1979)
that children. but not adults, were negatively affected by anomalous contexts,

Thus there is support in these data for the prediction of differential context
effects for readers of different skill. This is consistent with the general as-
sumptions of the model that the effects of context will depend on the basic con-
text-free identification rate and that it is this rate that distinguishes readers
0 different skill, wile readers are less affected by context because their
basic word identification process executes very rapidly. Readers of lower skill
have slower basic rates that not executed before the effect of context is
seen. Because of the general developmental differences ( Stanovich A West, 1979)
as well as differences between skill leiels, it may IX. correct to suggest the
f011owing generalization: is an inoividual becomes older and more skilled in
reading. his reliance on context is reduced. His basic contert-free processes
become more important in determining his identification of words in context.

7
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In the experiment discussed above, words were always seen in some context. Thus,

there was no comparison between identification times in context and basic iden-

tification times, By definition, the Tatter are based on words viewed in isola-

tion. Such comparisons are available from the experiments of Perfetti, Goldman.
and Hogaboam (1979), which were carried on with subjects from the same populatiom.
In these experiments, the context was actually an entire short story with occa-
sional target words to be identified on a screen. The target words varied widely

in their predictability from the text. The major results were similar to those

described above, The function relating identification time to predictability
showed a larger slope for less skilled readers than for skilled readers (inter-

cepts, of course, were also different). That is, an increase in predictability
was associated with a larger reduction in identification time for less skilled
readers.

In addition, the Perfetti et at (1979) experiments had a condition in which words,
comparable to those from the story, were viewed in isolation. In the isolation

conditions, ability differences were at their largest. In fact, the skilled
readers were about as fast in identifying an isolated word as they were at iden-
tifying an unpredictable word in context. Less skilled readers, by contrast,
were helped even by unpredictable words in context (compared with isolated words).
This last fact demonstrates that context has e'4Cts that aren't measurable by
the probability that subjects wilt predict a given word, at least when the sample
is not large. The main point is that when basic word identification is compared
with content-aided word identification, the abilitl factor is seen most Clearly

in basic identification time. Predictive contexts help the less skilled reader
more than the skilled reader and the more predictable the word is, the more he is
helped. And when the word is anomalous rather than predictable the fess skilled
reader is slowed even more.

Studies of Degrading and Context

The strategy of the studies summarized above was to observe the influence of con-
text by varying the predictability of a ward. This, in effect, reduces the reli-
ance on basic word processing, except where the context and the target word are

anomalous. Within an interactive model, the other side of the problem can Pe

examined by manipulating the difficulty of word processing. One way to do this

is to visually degrade the word target. The assumption is that degradation slows
the rise of the word activation function, because graphic data accumulates more
slowly, It forces a greater reliance on word kmowlelge and decoding ability. It

also presents an opportunity to slow down the word processing of skilled readers
to observe whether they then mimic less skilled readers.

Examples of the sort of degrading we (Perfetti A Roth, 19et) carried out are
shown in Figure 2, These three levels of degrading, defined by the percentage of

I0 2 pepper windoe

21 2 Peppe 21:4d0V

I2 >i 94.:vtr

rig. 2. Examples of words of 0. 21, and 42 percent degrading.
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features deleted, were used In one experiment and in Another experiment Owe
were four levels beyond zero - 14%, 21%, 28% and 42%. in addition to varying
the quality of the word through degrading, we varied the predictability of the
word in discourse context. In one experiment context was provided by sentence
pairs and in another experiment by one of the stories of Perfetti et al (1979),

Since the experiments produced similar results, I will describe just One. Con-
texts were high, moderate, and low in the constraint on target words provided by
contents. !n order to provide a more sensitive measure of predictability, sub-
jects were given 15 seconds to predict words that might complete a two-sentence
text. High constraint contexts allawed prediction of the target by nearly all
subjects (93.5'0 while the low constraint contexts practically never allowed cor-
rect prediction (I%) witnin the 15 second period, The moderate constraint texts
were intermediate in predic:ability, and, in that sense. more typical. A point
about these texts is that they demonstrate that constraint and predictability are
not quite the same. The constraint produced by a text can be indexed by the num-
ber of different words generated in the 15 second period. More constraint is
fewer word types. As can be seen from Table 1. the mean number of words (word

Table 1

Type

Context Constraint and Target Predictability
for Three Context Types

Percentage of
Mean Number Target Predictions
of Word Types SkiTIO -Less Skilled--

High Constraint

Moderate Constraint

Lei Constraint

12.4 92.9 94.4

27.8 23.7 15.2

36.4 1.2 0.1

Note Number of Word Types is the total number of unique words produced
per Context by 30 subjects within IS seconds. Data are from Table 2
of Perfetti and Roth (198110

types) generated for the high constraint contexts was much smaller than for the

otner two contexts. Thus the target is more predictable. in that most subjects
Predict it. and the context is more constraining in that fewer words fit.

Turning now to the identification results, the queStions are (I) vhether degrading
affected less skilled readers more than skilled readers: (2) whether context af.
Tectrd less skilled readers more than skilled readers. (11 wheOer the effects of

degrading were reduced by context. As can be seen from Table 2, the results an-
swer each of these cuestions in the affirmative. Of course there were also the
expected main effects of context, denrading and skill. Highly constraining con-
texts were practically unaffected by degrading. Moderate-constraint contexts
shoved little effect of degrading except C.r severe (42%) degrading. By tantrast
identific4tiaa of isolated :lords and words in low constraint contexts were much

affected by degrading. The exact nature of this context by degrading interaction
is informative. Its major component is the contrast between the high constraint
context ani the other three. Degrading effects are in fact observed except when
the word is cowletely predictable. Under such conditions, conceptual guidente
is so powerful that minimal data from priLt is required. These situations ace
not typical of most texts.

As for reading skill. skilled retders were less iffectrd by context than le's
skilled readers. This result replicates that of the previously described study,:

9
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Table 2

Two-Way Interactions of Context, Skill. and Degrading
(Word Identification latencies (Item Means) from Perfetti and Roth, 1981)

Degrading Isolation

Context

low Moderate high

0 1.03 .BS .85 .S7

21 1.29 1.28 .99 .63

42 1.93 1.52 1.33 .68

Context
Skill

tow 1.64 1.38 1.18 .67

High 1.19 1.05 .94 .58

Degrading
Skill .0 .21 .42

tow .9n 1.16 1.14

High .76 .93 1.58

In addition, the difference between skilled and less skilled renders decreased

systematically with increasing contextual constraint. The two groups were max-

imally different forwards in isolation and nonsignificantly different wnen
words were 94t predictable. With respect to degrading, skilled readers were
significantly faster than less skilled readers under all conditions, but
their advantage was especially large at the highest level of degrading. The
explanation for this effect appears to lie in the superior ability of the
skilled reader in applying higher level orthographic constraints. These kinds

of constraints are exactly what is needed to help identify letters when indi-
vidual letters resist recognition. For example, evidence that the second
letter is i supports the hypothesis that the first letter is c over the hy-

pothesis tat the firSt letter is a. Use of such knowledge is one of the
factors that are part of skilled reading and can, in fact, lead to hi,mer

basic word identification rates.

Reading Skill and Sensitivity to Discourse Context

The preceding discussion has emphasized the possibility that basic processing rates
end not use of context are the main factor distinguishing skillet from less skilled

readers. *Weave', less skilled readers are more dependent on context as a means
of compensating for low rates of word identification (see also Statinvich, 1981).
However, this shnuld not imply that use of context is something less skilled read-

ers are especially good at, In fact they are not as able as skilled readers to

predict words from context. in connection wh the experiments described above,
children of different reading ability were a.led to predict words occurring at the

end of two sentence texts, The right columns of Table 1 show the success of these

subjects in the prediction task. There are interesting results in the boundary

conditions of textual constraint rod in the normal textual constraint conditions.
By boundary conditions. I mean those texts that completely constrain the final

word and those that provide practically no constraint. 1 the former use less

skilled readers as well as skilled readers can predict the target. In the latter

case neither can predict it. However. in texts of moderate constraint. sithlif-

icant differences emerge. Skilled readers can predict the target better than less

1u
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skilled readers, This is unsurprising when we consider that the skill groups Are
defined by their scores on comprehension test.. However, explanations are another
matter, in our task, the texts were very short and required no specaii knowledge.,
One. for example. was the following:. When I got home from work. ! wanted to eat
a fruit. I went to the refrs erator and.not a ear, Piir fi wre Omen pm;11-a-
ed within the1 second interval by sailed readers thin by less skilled readers.
Notice that the semantic constraint is very general a fruit,

Refri erator is an additional constraint. It was characters tic of less skilled
rem ers that they often ignored the fruit constraint and na.4d only something
that would be found in a refrigerator, e.g., milk. cake. Wnether such subjects
forgot the fruit constraint or whether they knew fewer fruit examples to name
or something else, is not clear. It is quite possible that the explanatiOn will
involve a tendency for semantic constraints from sentences before the one being
processed to be forgotten or, at least, not honored. It is not possible yet to
fully describe the source of this context difference. In any case it's clear that
less skilled readers face problems of context as well as problems of decoding.

Summary

In this paper. I have described a model of interactive processing that is useful
for describsor word identification processes in discourse context. It is an

example of what I called thr weakly interactive type, as opposed to the strongly

interactive type. It does not assume tnat context directly alters basic identify.

cation processes but rather that it accelerates the rate of word activation given
lower level data. While more powerful models (e.g., Rumelhart E McClelland, k9811
may Prove necessary, the weakly interactive model allows a systematic account for
several facts concerning reading ability., Those are that skilled readers identify
words more quickly. are less affected by context, and less affected by stimulus
degrading compared with less skilled readers. Finally, while less skilled readers
are more dependent on context to compen:4".e for less efficient word identification
skills, they are also less able to use context to Predict. words. These factors

obviously put less skiiled readers at a double diSedvantoge.
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